OUTSIDE PRODUCTION SERVICE - WORK ORDER COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS – DELIVERABLE

Seller shall include, with shipment of items under this contract, Buyer’s furnished work order on which Seller shall have validated completion and conformance of the accomplished tasks (operations). Shipment shall also include a copy of Seller’s internal work order if utilized to comply with this requirement.

Seller’s packing sheet shall include the applicable Buyer’s contract number, part number and serial (trace) number of Buyer’s work order.

Seller must validate Buyer’s work order by applying an inspection acceptance stamp beside each completed operation of Buyer’s work order. Seller’s stamp confirms that Seller has completed all manufacturing / process operations, inspections, required by the work order / contract.

Seller may create an internal work order to accomplish designated operations. Seller’s work order shall also include indication of accomplishment of manufacturing / process operations and inspection acceptance stamp to indicate inspection and conformance for each accomplished inspection operation.

In the event Seller deems it necessary to annotate any additional information on Buyer’s work order, such annotation shall be made only with black ink. The completed Buyer’s work order shall constitute Seller’s assertion of product conformance.

Seller shall contact Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative with any questions pertaining to Buyer’s furnished work order or said documentation requirements.